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5 Cryo-electron tomography studies were carried out at BMLS (Bunchmann Institute for Molecular Life 
Sciences, Frankfurt, Germany) in collaboration with Achilleas S. Frangakis group. Subtomogram averaging was 
carried out by Zhou Yu. 
Single particle negative staining analyses were fully performed at CNB (Centro Nacional de Biotecnologia, 
Madrid, Spain) in collaboration with Jaime Martín Benito and José Maria Valpuesta who performed 
automated image acquisition, particle picking and single particle averaging. 
Particle purification for single particle negative staining was done in collaboration with Mercè Ratera and 
Ignasi Fita (CSIC, Barcelona, Spain). 
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6 This is the set defocus to the microscope, real defocus may vary. Since the defocus is really measured some 
microns away from the sample to avoid radiation damage, it is possible that the uneven surface were the 
specimen lies causes variations in the real defocus. Moreover, since the microscope software is configured 
to maintain defocus at the carbon film height, the thickness of the sample create a fixed amount of bias in 
the defocus. 

Figure 4.1. Representative cell of wild-type G37 strain. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices. A. 
Scale bar is 35 nm. B. False contrast-enhanced zoomed image of the terminal organelle in A. The terminal 
organelle features have been artificially highlighted to simplify their visualization. Black arrows delimitates the 
nap complex surrounding the terminal organelle. Red arrow indicate the interphase of the terminal button with 
the segmented paired plates. Yellow arrow indicates the frontier between the segmented paired plates and the 
wheel complex. A green arrow highlights a novel structure connecting the wheel complex with the cell membrane. 
Blue arrows indicate the beginning and the end of low contrast feature over half of the central rod. 
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Figure 4.2. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of a WT dividing 
cell. A. Manually selected side view particles in the surface of the terminal organelle pre-oriented perpendicular 
to the cell membrane. B. Manually selected top view particles in the surface of the terminal organelle pre-
oriented perpendicular to the cell membrane. C. Manually selected top view particles in the surface of the 
terminal organelle pre-oriented perpendicular to the cell membrane after subtomogram averaging. D. Manually 
selected top view particles in the surface of the terminal organelle pre-oriented perpendicular to the cell 
membrane after subtomogram averaging. Particle number is reduced after phi, psi and theta angle rotating and 
averaging due to particle clicking is not precise enough—due to low SNR and low contrast. 

A B 

C D 
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Figure 4.3. Structure determination of the nap complex by cryo-electron tomography. A. Electron density 
map obtained from the averaging (gray tones) and isosurfaces (yellow) generated from this electron density 
map. The isosurface was generated estimating a molecular weight of 548 kDa (the expected Mw of a tetramer 
composed by P110 and P140). B. Fourier shell correlation plot of subtomogram averaging of the nap. 

A 

B 
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Figure 4.4. Different views of orientated naps (pale red) and the membrane immediately under it (purple) used 
for subtomogram averaging one one M. genitalium cell. 
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7 Cytoskeletons and DNA seems to be strongly interacting. This resulted in an extremely high viscous sample, 
with difficult the blotting for thin ice and the proper mixture of the fiducial markers added. This resulted in a 
bad alignment and poor SNR. Treatment with DNAse is the most reasonable improvement, but since ghost 
cells produced with mycoplasmas grown over the grid give good results, this protocol was no further 
optimized. 

Figure 4.5. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of G37 ghost 
cells. A. General view of ghost cells of M. genitalium. Black arrow indicates a top view of the cytoskeleton. Red 
arrow points a side view of the terminal organelle. Scale bar 100 nm. B. Withe arrow indicates a ~5 nm globular 
structure under the nap (green arrow). Scale bar 10 nm. C. Top view of the nap complexes of the WT ghost cells. 
Scale bar 10 nm. 

A 

B 
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Figure 4.6. Low resolution structure of the subtomogram averaging resulting from 20 terminal buttons A. 
Electron density map obtained from the averaging (gray tones) and Scale bar 20 nm. B. Isosurfaces (yellow 
and red) generated from the electron density map in A. 

A 

B 
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8 Burgos, R. unpublished results. This strain carries (within two IRs) a TetM438 and a C-ter translational 
fusion of MG_192 gene product with six histidine residues. The insertion point of this construct is base 
489735—in the forward strand between MG_386 and MG_387. 

Figure 4.7. Isolation and purification of P110 and P140 (nap complex). A.SDS-PAGE of the purification process 
of P110 and P140. M: Molecular weight marker, T: Total cell lysate, SF: Soluble fraction after sonication, I: 
Insoluble fraction after sonication, OG: Solubilized proteins from the insoluble fraction with OG. FT: follow-
through; non retained protein in the IMAC column, E-50: eluted fraction with 50 mM imidazole. E-150: eluted 
fraction with 150 mM imidazole. Densitometry analyses showed a purity of 99% prior to the size exclusion 
chromatography. B. SDS-PAGE of the only UV-detected peak detected after size exclusion chromatography of 
P110 and P140 complex isolated by affinity chromatography. The different lanes correspond to 0.5 ml fractions 
of the same peak. The migration behaviour of the particle within the column correspond to an approximate size 
of 440 kDa.  

A B 
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Figure 4.8. Negative staining electron micropagh of the P110 and p140 purified from M. genitalium. 

Figure 4.9. Different 2D projections of P110 and P140 purification using CL2D. Red and white arrows 
indicate small and big putative OG micelles respectively. Highlighted classes in red were discarded for 
further processing. 
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9 Micelles of OG form in concentration greater than 0.53% (w/v). The sizes of the micelles are 2-8 nm. 
VINSON, P. K., TALMON, Y. & WALTER, A. 1989. Vesicle-Micelle Transition of Phosphatidylcholine and Octyl 
Glucoside Elucidated by Cryo-Transmission Electron-Microscopy. Biophysical Journal, 56, 669-681.  

Figure 4.10. Preliminary volumes and classifications generated for P110 and P140 image processing. 
A. Initial model generated for later averaging. B. 2D classification of the images of the four 3D classes. 

A B 
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Figure 4.11. 3D refined structure from the 2D projections obtained by negative staining TEM of P110 and 
P140. A. Consecutive slices from different directions of the electrondensity obtained from single particle 
averaging. First row are different consecutive Z slices of the complex. Second row are different consecutive 
Y slices of the complex. Third row are different consecutive X slices of the complex. Scale bar is 5 nm  
B. Different views of the isosurface generated with the electrondensity resulted from the averaging. 

A 

B 
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Figure 4.12. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices, obtained by CET, through the reconstructed 
volume of mg191− and mg192− cells. A. Example of a mg192− cell without cytoskeleton. B. Composite image of 
difference Z slices of big a mg192− cell with multiple cytoskeletons. White arrows point cytoskeletons (top or 
side view). Black arrows point to a characteristic protuberance formed in the region where terminal button 
interacts with the cell membrane. Scale bar is 50 nm.  

A 

B
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Figure 4.13. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices, obtained by CET, through the reconstructed 
volume of ΔMG312 cell. A. Composite image of different Z slices of a cell of ΔMG_312 cell. B. ΔMG218 cell. 
White arrow points to nap complexes. Scale bar is 80 nm.  

A B 
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Figure 4.14. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices, obtained by CET, through the reconstructed 
volume of ΔMG_217 cell in division. Scale bar is 50 nm.  

Figure 4.15. Terminal button size of Δmg217 and G37 cells. A. Size distribution of the width of the 
terminal button. B. Upper panel: G37 WT terminal button. Lower panel: Δmg217 mutant terminal button. 
Scale bar is 50 nm. 

A B 
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10 The ΔMG_317 strain was previously obtained in our lab. (Pich, OQ, unpublished results). 

Figure 4.16. Two different average projections, obtained by CET, of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the 
reconstructed volume of Δmg317 cells. Scale bar is 50 nm. White arrows point to nap complexes. Red arrows 
indicate abnormal electron dense cores. 
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Figure 4.17. Cryo-EM image of Δmg491. White arrows point to terminal organelles in process of 
detachment. Red arrows point to a detached terminal organelle. Scale bar is 1 μm. 
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Figure 4.18. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of Δmg491 
cells. Scale bar is 100 nm. A. Minute cell. B. Composite image of different Z slices of detached terminal 
organelle. C. Composite image of different Z slices of a cell of Δmg491 protruding filament prior to 
detachment. 

A B 

C 

109

Figure 4.19. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of GD 
clone 12 cells with terminal organelle.  A. Composite image of different Z slices of a cell with abnormal 
terminal organelle. B. Composite image of different Z slices of a lysed GD clone 12 cell. This cell present 
two rods but only one terminal button. 

A B 
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Figure 4.20. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of GD clone 
23 cells with terminal organelle.  A. Section of a terminal organelle of an intact cell. B. Upper panel:  Isosurface 
generated with the 3D segmentation of WT cytoskeleton (in Fig.4.1A). Lower panel: Isosurface generated with 
the 3D segmentation of the cytoskeleton in A. Scale bar is 100 nm. 

mg386 GD c23 

WT 

A B 
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Figure 4.21. Cryo-EM image of ΔMG386. White arrows point to terminal organelles in process of 
detachment. Scale bar is 1 μm. 

Figure 4.22. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of Δmg491 
cells with terminal organelle. Both are composite image of different Z slices of a cell with terminal organelles 
in process of detachment. A. Top view of a detaching terminal organelle. B. Side view of a detaching terminal 
organelle. Scale bar is 100 nm. 

A B 
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Figure 4.23. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of ΔMG318 
mutant cells. A. ΔMG318 cell which terminal organelle side view which terminal button is not aligned properly 
with the cell membrane B. ΔMG318 top view of a terminal organelle with a properly aligned terminal button.  
C. ΔMG318C-ter terminal organelle side view which terminal button is not aligned properly with the cell 
membrane Scale bar is 100 nm. D. Size distribution of the width of the terminal button. 

A B 

C D 
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Figure 4.25.  Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of MD-
P3 cells. Scale bar is 100 nm. 

Figure 4.24. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of 
ΔMG219 cells. Scale bar is 100 nm. 
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Figure 4.26.  Comparison between the nap complex and P110 and P140 structures. Different views from 
the isosurfaces generated from the subtomogran averaging (yellow) and the single particle reconstruction 
(red). Two red structures are presented; in A, B and C de right red particle is the result of the averaging 
filtered to 3.5 nm resolution. In D and E the left particle is the simple particle averaging filtered to 3.5 nm 
resolution. The remaining red particles are the averaging result without filtering (1.9 nm resolution). 
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Figure 4.27. Model of how P110 and P140 nap complexes promote the movement over sialylated compound 
surfaces. Green and red minute spheres correspond a single molecule of a sialylated compound anchored to 
the surface. Arrows indicate the movement of the particle—and the cell. All sequences are time ordered from 
left to right. A. Sialylated compounds travel through the surface groove of the top of the particle, promoting the 
movement of the particle in the direction of the arrow. A major conformational change is needed to release the 
sialylated compound and its linker to the surface (which is not shown for clarity purposes). B. Leg model for 
P110 and P140 mechanism. P110 and P140 attach to sialylated compounds of the surface, then a force 
incoming from the cytoskeleton promotes the movement of the complex. Given the high quantity of the naps 
over the surface of M. genitalium terminal organelle, other complexes perform the same process, resulting in 
the detachment of the particle from the original sialylated compound, leaving the particle free to repeat the 
process. For clarity purposes other nap complexes and the linker of the sialylated compound to the cell 
membrane are not shown. C. Rotatory model for P110 and P140 complex. Once the complex gets attached to 
a sialylated compound a cytoskeleton structure promotes the rotation of the P110 and P140 protein. For clarity 
purposes other nap complexes and the linker of the sialylated compound to the cell membrane are not shown. 

A 

B 

C 
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Figure 4.28. Cell division of M. genitalium. A. Average projection of fifteen 0.85 nm thick slices through the 
reconstructed volume of a top view of an early stage terminal organelle division. Red arrows delimitate a 
nascent terminal button almost 90º of the segmented paired plats. B. Cryo-EM image of two cytoskeletons 
ending its division and separating from each other. C. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through 
the reconstructed volume of the side view of two independent cytoskeletons that have just completed its 
replication. D. Average projection of fifteen 0.67 nm thick slices through the reconstructed volume of the side 
view of two independent cytoskeletons in the opposite poles of the cell. E, F & G. Different stages of two 
terminal organelles pulling in opposite directions in the process of finishing gliding motility-assisted cell 
division. All cells are from the wild type strain except C (MG217 null mutant strain). Scale bars are 50 nm. 

A B 

C D 

E F G 
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11 In next section (general discussion) it will be shown that segmented paired plates are not required for 
gliding motility. 
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Figure D.1. Localization model for terminal organelle related proteins within the cytoskeleton of M. genitalium.  
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Table D.1.Summary of cell morphology and gliding motility characteristics of M. genitalium mutant strains lacking major parts of the coding gene for terminal organelle proteins. 

  Motility     
Loci Protein Mutant strain Adhesion# Frequency* Speed Circular Erratic Track Ø Cytoskeleton& Cell morphology+ 

- - WT +++ 100% 100% 84% 16% 100% +++ +++ 
mg191 P140 ΔP140 - 0% 0% NA NA NA +++ + 
mg192 P110 ΔP110 - 0% 0% NA NA NA +++ + 
mg200 MG200 mg200- +++ 5% 10% 5% 95% NA ++ ++ 
mg217 MG217 ΔMG_217 +++ 97% 100% 37% 63% 141% ++ +++ 
mg218 MG218 ΔMG218 + 0% NA NA NA NA - + 

c-ter mg218 MG218-s MD-P3 +++ 100% 116% 74% 26% 165% +++ +++ 
mg219 MG219 Δmg219 +++ 39% 40% 75% 25% 110% +++ ++ 
mg312 MG312 ΔMG_312 - 0% 0% 84% 16% NA - + 
mg317 MG317 Δmg317 + 4% 40% 5% 95% 120% + + 
mg318 P32 Δmg318 ++ 43% 29% 84% 16% 158% ++ ++ 
mg386 MG386 Δmg386 ++ 43% 170% 99% 1% 65% ++ + 
mg386 MG386 mg386 GD c5 ++ 20% 35% 77% 23% 95% +++ +++ 
mg491 MG491 ΔMG491 + <0.1% <0.1% NA NA NA ++ + 

#Adhesion: +++ WT, ++ >50%, + <50%, - <10%. The adhesion was qualitatively assessed on plastic when all strains were grown for CET. 
&Cytoskeleton: +++ WT, ++ minor changes such as smaller parts or high frequency of division TOs, + pleomorphic cytoskeletons, - no cytoskeleton is observed 
+Cell morphology: +++ WT, ++ high frequency of cells in division, + major changes such as minute cells, bigger cells or not flask-shaped cells. 
* All values were adjusted to the gliding frequency of the WT strain in (Burgos et al., 2008). The reported gliding frequency in that article is 88.9%. 
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Figure D.2. Negative staining electron micrograph of the P110 and p140 purified from E.coli at different 
magnifications. Scale bar over the single particles is 20 nm. Images kindly provided by Mercè Ratera. 
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Figure D.3. Ultrastructure of cells and filaments from M. genitalium ∆mg218-P32ch mutant strain by cryo-
EM. Filaments and cells from ∆mg218-P32ch strain showing circular electron dense cores in one of their 
ends (black arrows). Black triangle point to the nap structures that were only detected in the membrane 
surrounding the electron dense cores. Scale bars are 300 nm. 
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